
 

mirrors tamil dubbed The Indian Tamil film industry is a vibrant and lucrative market that has been recognized as one of the
most successful in the world. Crores of rupees are spent every year on film making, but many people who want to learn this
complex trade end up frustrated as they struggle with a number of intrinsic obstacles. In order for our culture to preserve its rich
history and thrive, we need to make it easier for those who want to enter this highly competitive sphere by providing them with
training modules covering all basic skills necessary for sound filmmaking. This article will provide a detailed insight into what
skills should be learnt in order to qualify as a professional cine-maker. There are a number of skillsets required of the future
filmmaker. These include understanding the many facets of cinema, sound, editing, cinematography, special effects, technical
knowledge, entrepreneurship and also business savvy. Add to that the various roles that every film requires in order to come
alive on screen including scriptwriting, acting and art direction. Many of these skills are not taught at college but must be
learned by experience which means they have to be acquired on the job. It is imperative for aspiring filmmakers to have a solid
foundation of general knowledge about different types of media so that they can treat their craft with more professionalism. The
first step towards gaining this knowledge is understanding what makes cinema unique from other forms of entertainment like
television shows. Even if the purpose of the film is to entertain, it requires more than just a few minutes. The audience will only
accept so much boredom before they lose interest. Cinema is an attempt to appeal to all five senses in order to bring out the
deepest emotions in its audience. This needs a certain amount of planning and creativity which cannot be learned from a book or
a lecture. The unique features of each sense include: While it is fairly simple to understand what makes cinema different from
television, there are other things that make our country’s film industry unique from other places in the world. Films in Tamil
Nadu are known for the high quality of its productions and storytelling. Each film is crafted differently, with each set of actors
and technicians adding their own flavor to the plot. Films made in South India generally contain a good amount of improvisation
by the actors and technicians, unlike other film industries that stick to a script and shoot it. The artistry involved in each scene is
what makes our cinema different from other regions. As this article will elaborate later on, it is important to make sure you
learn all these skills before venturing into the highly competitive world of Tamil cinema. If you don't, your chances of becoming
a successful filmmaker will be slim. It is also important to note that most people join the film industry after they finish their
undergraduate studies, which means they are already well-equipped with all the basic skills. While this knowledge is extremely
useful for them, it becomes more important for the upcoming filmmakers who are still in College or University years. Sound
Sound is very much an integral part of cinema and many people think it's one of the toughest aspects to master.
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